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INTRODUCTION & PURPOSE 

This document details the processes proposed and the presentation that will be followed, as 
closely as possible, when analysing and reporting the main results from the INFORM randomised 
controlled trial comparing the outcomes of one-stage versus two-stage revision surgery for the 
treatment of prosthetic joint infection of the hip. 

The purpose of the plan is to:  

1. Ensure that the analysis is appropriate for the aims of the trial, reflects good statistical 

practice, and that interpretation of a priori and post hoc analyses respectively is 

appropriate. 

2. Explain in detail how the data will be handled and analysed to enable others to perform the 

actual analysis in the event of sickness or other absence 

 

Additional exploratory or auxiliary analyses of data not specified in the protocol are permitted but 

fall outside the scope of this analysis plan (although such analyses would be expected to follow 

Good Statistical Practice). 

 

The analysis strategy will be made available if required by journal editors or referees when the 

main papers are submitted for publication. Additional analyses suggested by reviewers or editors 

will, if considered appropriate, be performed in accordance with the Analysis Plan, but if reported 

in publications, the origin of such a post-hoc analysis will be declared. 

 

Amendments to the statistical analysis plan will be described and justified in the final report of the 

trial. 
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1. SYNOPSIS OF STUDY DESIGN AND PROCEDURES 
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1.1 Trial objectives and aims 

Prosthetic joint infection (PJI) affects approximately 1 % 1 of patients following total hip 
replacement (THR) and often results in severe physical and emotional suffering2-4. Current 
surgical treatment options are debridement, antibiotics and implant retention; revision THR; 
excision of the joint and amputation. Revision surgery can be done as either a one-stage or two-
stage operation. Both types of surgery are well-established practice in the NHS1  and result in 
similar rates of re-infection 5-8, but little is known about the impact of these treatments from the 
patient’s perspective. The main aim of this randomised controlled trial is to determine whether 
there is a difference in patient reported outcome measures (PROM) 18 months after 
randomisation for one-stage or two-stage revision surgery. The protocol of this randomised trial 
has been published elsewhere9. 

1.1.1 Primary objective 

The main research question is whether there is a difference in the PROM of one-stage surgery 
compared to two-stage surgery for patient requiring a revision surgery to treat PJI of the hip.  

Hypothesis: There is no difference in the WOMAC score (Western Ontario and McMaster 
Universities Arthritis Index), a PROM, at 18-months post-randomisation, to treatment with either a 
one-stage or two-stage revision surgery for PJI of the hip.  

1.1.2  Secondary objectives 

The secondary research question is whether there is a difference in the PROMs or clinical 
outcomes listed thereafter for patients randomised to either one-stage surgery or two-stage 
surgery for treatment of PJI of the hip.  

Hypothesis: There is no difference in these outcomes at the time of their assessment (ranging 
from the immediate post-operative period to 18 months post-randomisation), after allocation to 
either one-stage or two-stage revision surgery for PJI of the hip.  

1.2  Trial design and configuration 

A multicentre, two arms, parallel group, unblinded, randomised, superiority trial with 1:1 treatment 
allocation.  

1.3 Trial centres and country 

Twelve hospitals in England and Wales as well as 3 hospitals in Sweden have randomised 
patients. The study sponsor in England and Wales is North Bristol NHS Trust. The sponsor in 
Sweden is Department of Orthopaedics, Sahlgrenska University Hospital, Region Västra 
Götaland. A separate protocol has been written for the Swedish sites but remains very similar to 
the England and Wales protocol. Notable differences include that thee primary outcome measure 
(WOMAC) was collected in a different language. The WOMAC is a standardised PROM with 
similar question content, order and categories irrespectively of the language of administration 10. 
Participant ethnicity is recorded with different categories in England and Wales compared to 
Sweden. Typically, over 90% of the participants to orthopaedic studies conducted in Bristol, the 
lead and highest volume recruiting site for this trial, are of white ethnicity. Ethnicity is therefore 
anticipated to have little variability among participants, and will primarily be used as a descriptive 
factor, with a low likelihood of adjustment requirement in the statistical model due to imbalance 
between surgical arms.  
There were no other differences between the protocols. There is therefore no major difference 
between the two protocols that could influence the investigation of the research questions tested. 
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Participants from England, Wales and Sweden will therefore be analysed together, using the 
analysis plan described below. 

Both protocols are available at XXXX along with the history of amendments. 

1.4 Eligibility criteria 

1.4.1  Inclusion criteria 

Participants were considered eligible for the study if they were aged ≥18 AND had a clinical 
diagnosis of hip PJI AND required revision surgery (either one-stage or two-stage procedure) for 
PJI in the opinion of the treating consultant orthopaedic surgeon(s).  

1.4.2 Exclusion criteria 

Participants were excluded if they were unable or unwilling to undergo or be randomised either 
one-stage or two-stage revision surgery or lacked capacity to give written informed consent for 
research. 

All patients meeting the above criteria, willing to participate, but unwilling to be randomised were 
recruited into a monitoring study. Participants in the monitoring cohort study will not be analysed 
with the participants willing to be randomised and recruited to the trial. Their information will be 
used to explore the external validity of the trial participants. 

1.5 Description of interventions 

Intervention: One-stage revision surgery which involves prosthesis removal, debridement, 
antibiotic treatment and insertion of a new joint replacement under one anaesthetic. 

Comparator: Two-stage revision surgery which involves prosthesis removal, debridement, 
antibiotic treatment. The hip joint is not definitively replaced under the same anaesthetic and this 
is typically done after 2 weeks to 12 months has elapsed. A temporary “spacer” or hip may be 
fitted in the first operation for this interval period with the intention that this may or would require 
future revision to a definitive THR. 

1.6 Randomisation procedures 

Randomisation has been conducted by the Bristol Randomised Trials Collaboration (BRTC), a UK 
Clinical Research Collaboration registered Clinical Trials Unit hosted by the University of Bristol. 
Randomisation was by secure remote third party, either via an internet-based application or by 
telephone. Randomisation was carried out as close to the time of surgery as possible, and no 
more than 12 weeks before surgery. It could not be carried out on the day of surgery due to the 
need to order equipment and logistical planning in advance of surgery for these patients. 

Allocation concealment has been ensured, by not releasing the treatment allocation until the 
patient has been recruited into the trial, and all baseline measurements have been completed. 
Eligible participants who consented to the study were registered on the central trial database, 
issued with a unique study identification number and had their baseline measures collected prior 
to the treatment allocation being generated, so ensuring judgments about eligibility were made 
without knowledge of what the next allocation would be.  
Patients were randomly allocated in a 1:1 ratio to one of the intervention arms (one-stage or two-
stage revision surgery). Randomisation within blocks of randomly varying size (4 or 6) was 
stratified by hospital. 

The clinical team and participants could not be blinded to treatment allocation.  
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Description of points of randomisation and baseline assessment 
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1.7 Sample size and justification 

The required sample size was set at 128 participants; to allow for an a priori 13% loss to follow-up 
at 18 months post randomisation, a total of 148 patients will need to be recruited. To reach this 
target, we would need to identify 290 eligible patients: the recruitment rate observed in a surgical 
trial involving THR recently conducted in the coordinating centre was 51% with an attrition rate of 
13%11. 

A sample size of 128 patients would provide 80 % power to test that one surgical strategy is 
superior to the other strategy 18 months post randomisation by 10 points on the WOMAC Index, 
equivalent to a 0.5 standard deviation difference. The significance level for this superiority 
hypothesis was set at 5% (two-sided). Although it is known that infection following total joint 
replacement reduces patient satisfaction and seriously impairs functional health and quality of life, 
there is no published research on the likely difference in PROM between patients undergoing one-
stage and two-stage revision for PJI. The standard deviations (SD) observed prior to one-stage or 
two-stage revision surgery for WOMAC global and sub-indices range between 18 and 2512. 

 

1.8 Blinding and breaking of blind 

This is an open-label trial, with patients, clinicians, assessor (trial nurse, manager and 
administrator) unblinded to the allocated surgery. However, assessors of the primary outcome at 
18 months, independent of the INFORM research team and with no access to the study database, 
are blinded to treatment allocation at the point of their contact with the patient. 
Investigators were involved in the care of the participants they had operated and were therefore 
unblinded for these patients. However, they had no access to the individual CRF of the other 
participants, except for the principal investigator who reviewed any identified adverse events that 
occurred as required by the ethical and research governance approvals. 
 

1.9 Trial committees 

The independent trial/programme steering committee (PSC) consists of 4 members (statistician, 
clinician, qualitative researcher, lay person) that have been approved by the sponsor and funder. 
The PSC provides overall supervision of the trial to ensure it is conducted to rigorous standards, 
including a review of the recommendations made by the Data monitoring and ethics committee 
(DMEC). The member of the TSC were blinded. 

The independent DMEC membership consists of 3 individuals (1 statistician and 2 clinicians) that 
have been recommended by the Trial Management Group and approved by the PSC. The 
DMEC’s role is to safeguard the interests of the trial’s participants, potential participants, 
investigators and sponsor; to assess the safety of the trial’s interventions; to monitor the trial’s 
overall conduct,and protect its validity and credibility. The trial statistician prepares a report for the 
DMEC meetings, annually or when requested, which contains a summary of the trial progress, 
accruing data and all safety events. Full terms of reference and declarations of no competing 
interests from DMEC members is available on request. The member of the DMEC and the trial 
statistician/datamanager were unblinded to the allocated surgery but had no contact with the 
patients 

1.10  Outcome measures 

1.10.1  Primary outcome 

The Western Ontario and McMaster Universities (WOMAC) Index total score measured at 18 
months post-randomisation will be the primary outcome. The index consists of 24 items (5 pain, 2 
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stiffness and 17 physical function) divided into three subscales 10. Response options are in a 5-
point Likert scale (0-4) format. The 24 items are summed to form a total score ranging from 0 
(worst) to 96 (best). Raw scores will be normalized by multiplying each score by 100/96. This 
produces scores (“total WOMAC”) ranging from 0 (worst) to 100 (best). 

If one question on the pain scale or ≤3 questions on the function scale are missing, the missing 
item should be substituted with the mean score from the other questions. The subscale will not be 
calculated if more items are missing as per the user guide for the score 
(http://www.womac.org/womac/womac_userguide.htm). 

1.10.2 Secondary outcomes 

i. WOMAC 

The total WOMAC scores measured each 3 months between 3-15 months will be derived and 
similarly standardised.  
WOMAC pain and function subscales measured each 3 months between 3-18 months will be 
derived and similarly standardised.  

i. Complications 

Hip dislocation, deep vein thrombosis/pulmonary embolism, nerve damage, additional surgery, 
hospital readmissions, length of stay and re-infection identified from hospital medical records and 
by telephone call or personal visit to participants every 3 months post-randomisation for 18 
months will be used to derive a secondary outcome describing the presence of any complications 
(yes/no) during the 18 months following randomisation. 

We will also compare the length of hospital stay between treatment groups, i.e. the length of stay 
following one-stage revision and both the length of stay after the first stage one of two-stage 
revision and the length of stay after the first stage two of a two-stage revision. 

Readmission and reoperation for any cause and also for recurrent or new PJI will also be 
compared by treatment group. 

The hip infection status (infected or not) at the trial endpoint will be derived for each subject still in 
the study using information from the 15-18 months post-randomisation period. This will be derived 
by reviewing the latest clinical information, results of the blood tests and microbiological cultures, 
and presence of antibiotic treatment. Data on hospital re-admission, unplanned re-operation 
(other than the planned surgical revisions delivered as per allocation to treatment arm) and 
adverse events will also be reviewed to identify participant infected status at the end of the study. 

 

ii. Post-operative pain 

The Brief Pain Inventory short form (BPI-sf ) is a validated, self-administered questionnaire which 
measures both the intensity of pain and interference of pain in the patient’s life 13,14. Patients will 
complete eleven questions (four on pain severity, seven on pain interference) rated on a scale of 
0–10. Other non-compulsory items have been omitted. 

BPI pain severity will be derived as a composite of the four pain items, i.e. as the mean severity 
score. 

BPI pain interference will be derived as the mean of the seven interference items. This mean can 
be derived if more than 50%, or four of seven, of the total items have been completed on a given 
administration. 

BPI pain severity and pain intensity will be measured each 3 months between 3-18 months post-
randomisation. 
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iii. Oxford Hip Score(OHS) 

The Oxford Hip Score (OHS) is a self-administered questionnaire which consists of 12 questions 
about activities of daily living directly affected by poor hip function 15. 

Response options are in a 5-point Likert scale (0-4) format. The 12 items are summed to form the 
total score ranging from 0 (worst) to 48 (best). If more than two questions are unanswered the 
overall score will not be calculated 16. If only one or two questions have been left unanswered the 
mean value representing all of their other responses, will be used to fill the gaps.  

OHS will be measured each 3 months between 3-18 months post-randomisation. 

 

iv. 20-metre walk test 

The 20-metre timed walk test will be used as an objective measure of hip function 17. Participants 
are invited to perform this test twice. We will compute the average time (in seconds) required to 
complete the test if the two tests have been successfully performed, or the time of the completed 
test if patient has only been able to complete one attempt.  
We will also compute the percentage of uncompleted tests with uncompleted defined as none of 
the two tests attempted or <20 metres walked before patient stopped. 

The walk test will be performed at 18 months post-randomisation. 

 

v. Hip Dysfunction and Osteoarthritis Outcome(HOOS) 

The Hip Dysfunction and Osteoarthritis Outcome Score (HOOS), quality of life subscale consists 
of four questions each on a 5-point Likert scale (0 (none) to 4 (extreme)) 18. A normalised score 
(100 indicating no symptoms and 0 indicating extreme symptoms) is calculated as the mean score 
of the individual items divided by 4 (the highest possible score for a single answer option): HOOS 
pain=100-(mean of 4 pain items)*25. 

A mean score can be calculated If 50% or more of the subscale items are answered, otherwise, 
the response is considered invalid and no subscale score should be calculated. For the pain 
subscale, this means that 5 items must be answered. 

HOOS will be measured each 3 months between 3-18 months post-randomisation. 

 

vi. Hospital anxiety and depression score (HADS) 

The Hospital anxiety and depression score (HADS) has two subscales: Depression and Anxiety 
19. Each sub-scale is derived by summing together 7 Likert-scale type items. Each item ranges 
from 0 to 3, with higher scores representing greater symptom severity. Each subscale has a score 
ranging from 0 to 21. It is recommended that the score for a single missing item from a subscale is 
inferred by using the mean of the remaining six items.  

HADS will be measured each 3 months between 3-18 months post-randomisation. 

 

b. Safety data 

A serious adverse event(AE) is defined as any untoward and unexpected medical occurrence or 
effect that: 

• Results in death  

• Is life-threatening – refers to an event in which the subject was at risk of death at the time 

of the event; it does not refer to an event which hypothetically might have caused death if it 

were more severe  

• Requires hospitalisation, or prolongation of existing inpatients’ hospitalisation  

• Results in persistent or significant disability or incapacity  
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• Is otherwise considered medically significant by the investigator  

Important AEs that are not immediately life-threatening or do not result in death or hospitalisation 
but may jeopardise the subject or may require intervention to prevent one of the other outcomes 
listed in the definition above, will also be considered serious(SAE). 

SAEs related to the trial procedures that are unexpected will be reported in this study. 

1.11 Interim analysis 

Not applicable 
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2. GENERAL ANALYSIS CONSIDERATIONS 
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2.1  Analysis populations 

This section defines the populations whose data will be analysed – both for the primary analysis 
and secondary analyses.   

• Full Analysis set: All randomised participants for whom at least one post-randomisation 
assessment of total WOMAC score is available.  It is analysis of this population which is in 
accordance with the “intention to treat” (ITT) principle.  

 • Restricted Analysis set: When a two-stage procedure is performed, during the interval 
between stages, a patient can either be left with no hip joint, with a temporary but non-articulating 
spacer (e.g. cement rod or beads), with an articulating hemiarthroplasty spacer (where there is no 
cup) or implants used for THRs can be loosely fixed in to place (termed a KIWI or CUMARS). In 
the case of the KIWI or CUMARS, the intention is to perform a second stage definitive THR if the 
patient wants this to be done or symptoms require it. Not all patients that receive a stage one of 
two revision procedure go on to receive a stage two of two regardless of which of the above 
strategies are used. A restricted analysis will be performed on all randomised participantsoperated 
in centres in which the one-stage or two-stage procedures are not systematically performed with 
the “KIWI” or “CUMARS” approach. All randomised participants operated in centre using such 
approaches for over 50% of their 2-stage procedures will be excluded. Surgeons report whether 
their procedure were performed with the KIWI/CUMARS approach in the surgical CRF form. It is 
analysis of this population which will be used in the sensitivity analyses. While the randomisation 
is stratified by centre, and analyses based on this restricted set will still be balanced between 
surgical arm, such analyses will be exploratory, and used as sensitivity analyses to discuss the 
strength of the findings from the full analysis set. 

 • Safety set: All safety analyses will be based on all randomised participants, including those 
who have reported no post-randomisation WOMAC assessment. 

2.2 Derived variables 

See section 2.10. 

The 20-metre walk test at 18 months will be used to derive two outcomes: 
-Test completion (Yes/No) 
-Individual average time to complete the test for those who have completed the test.  

2.3 Procedures for missing data 

Details of the handling of missing item for each of the primary and secondary outcomes are 
provided in section 1.10. 
Missing data are expected to be negligible. The regression approach proposed to analyse the 
primary outcome is the linear mixed model. The linear mixed regression is a likelihood-based 
method which provides unbiased estimate of the intervention effect by including all available post-
randomisation measurements of the total WOMAC for participants with missing data for the 18 
month total WOMAC score 20. This approach relies on the data being missing at random (MAR) 
and does not include the randomised patients with no post-operative WOMAC measures at any 
postoperative time point. 

For participants with missing data for the adjustment covariates, we will use the missing indicator 
strategy by adding an extra category (missing) for categorical variables or by adding the mean 
observed among participants with complete data 21.  

If participants with missing primary outcome represent more than 10% of the randomised 
participants, the following approach will be considered. A multiple imputation chained equation 
strategy will be used to include all randomised participants (based on the full analysis population 
set). The imputation process will be stratified by trial group. The number of imputation sets will be 
determined by the number of patients with missing outcomes. For example, if 14% of patients 
have a missing outcome of interest at a specific time point, 14 imputations will be performed. The 
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variables used in the imputation process will be the outcome of interest and its measurement at 
baseline and each post-randomisation point. Country (Sweden or not), hospital, imbalanced 
baseline characteristics used in the adjusted model, and relevant ancillary variables will also be 
included. The potential ancillary variables will consist of the baseline comorbidities, surgical and 
socio-demographics characteristics and baseline measurement of studied outcomes which differ 
between participants with complete and missing information for the studied outcome. Rubin’s 
rules will be used to combine the resulting multiple imputed estimates. Missing total WOMAC and 
pain and function WOMAC subscales will be imputed within the same imputation framework.   

2.4 Study centre effects 

Fifteen hospital are included in this study. Several hospitals will have recruited less than 5 
participants and most hospitals will have recruited less than 10 participants. To avoid any 
computational issues, centre effect will be modelled with fixed effects. No hospital-by-treatment 
interaction will be modelled and only the overall effect will be reported. 

2.5 Outliers 

All studied scores are standardised and bounded except the time required to complete the 20-
metre walk test. Patients with implausible time of completion will be identified using box and 
whisker plot of the time distribution of their surgical group. Values that appear outside of the 
distribution of the majority of participants, i.e. outside the “whiskers” of the box plot (2nd and 98th 
percentiles) will be considered implausible. For implausible values, the original data will be 
checked on the original paper questionnaire/case report form, and if no data entry error is 
identified, these patients will be included in the first analysis but excluded in a further sensitivity 
analysis.  

2.6 Visit windows 

Data are collected at baseline, for each surgery, and at 3 months interval from the date of 
randomisation until 18 months for the primary outcome, or at 6 months interval from the date of 
randomisation until 18 months for the secondary outcomes. 
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3. DESCRIPTION OF PARTICIPANT CHARACTERISTICS 
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3.1  Disposition 

A CONSORT diagram will summarise participant flow through the trial, documenting invitation, 
recruitment, treatment allocation, actual treatment received, participation to the follow-up points 
(pre-operative, surgery, and every 3 months until the 18 months post-randomisation endpoint) and 
numbers analysed. Deceased and lost-to-follow-up participants will also be reported. 

3.2 Baseline characteristics 

We will report baseline characteristics by revision surgery group (including demographics, pre-
surgical history and pre-randomisation assessment of the primary and secondary outcomes) to 
identify any potential imbalance between groups.  

These baseline characteristics will also be reported by status of inclusion in the restricted analysis 
set to compare their distribution between hospitals routinely using the KIWI/CUMARS strategy 
and hospitals routinely using the traditional one-stage or two-stage surgery.  

Continuous data that are approximately normally distributed will be summarised in terms of the 
mean, standard deviation, minimum, maximum and number of observations. Skewed data will be 
presented in terms of the maximum, upper quartile, median, lower quartile, minimum and number 
of observations. Categorical data will be summarised in terms of frequency counts and 
percentages. 
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4. ASSESSMENT OF STUDY QUALITY 
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4.1  Eligibility checks 

The numbers of patients and reasons for exclusion will be described.  

4.2 Data validation  

An ongoing data quality checking process has been implemented throughout the course of the 
trial. A double-data entry exercise has been conducted for all of the 18m WOMAC measures, 
along with 10% of interim WOMAC measures and 1st surgery CRFs. Fields with the highest error 
frequency were identified and appropriate actions were implemented including re-training data 
entry staff. The trial statistician has carried out bi-annual quality control checks on data and 
reports the completeness of all the outcome measures to the trial management group. The trial 
manager has constantly reviewed return rates and the completeness of the primary outcome 
measure, and reports to the trial management group at bi-monthly intervals throughout the trial. 
When the database will be locked, a thorough data cleaning exercise will be conducted. The fields 
of interest for the analyses will be investigated to identify incomplete items, implausible values and 
if relevant inconsistencies across measurement points/questionnaire. For categorical variables, if 
participants put a mark outside the box associated with one item (category), the closest box will 
be assigned. If two boxes are marked, that which indicates the more severe problem will be 
chosen. Categorical/binary variables will be tabulated to identify implausible coding/categories 
and missing items. The database should tag all the fields not completed by the participants, 
allowing the identification of fields accidentally missed during the data inputting process. For 
missing items and implausible code, the original data will be checked on the completed 
questionnaires/case report forms and any data entry errors corrected. In case of incertitude, the 
Chief Investigator/trial manager and study statistician will take a collegial decision to amend the 
field appropriately. For remaining implausible values, a variable that indicates ‘possible 
implausible value of X’ (where X is the name of the variable that has a possible implausible value) 
will be derived and the implausible value in X will be discarded.  
Continuous variables will be investigated with histograms, box and/or normal plots. Values that 
appear outside of the main distribution (i.e. outliers) on normal plots and histograms, as well as 
outside the “whiskers” (2nd and 98th percentiles) of the box plot will be considered implausible. For 
implausible values, the original data will be checked on the completed questionnaires/case report 
forms and any data entry errors corrected. In case of uncertainty, the Chief Investigator/trial 
manager and study statistician will take a collegial decision to amend the field appropriately. For 
remaining implausible values, a variable that indicates ‘possible implausible value of X’ (where X 
is the name of the variable that has a possible implausible value) will be derived. In the main 
analyses of the primary and secondary outcomes (effectiveness analysis) all participants will be 
analysed (including where they have a possible implausible value); this will be followed by 
sensitivity analysis in which participants with such data will be excluded. If removal of participants 
with possible implausible values results in a change of the magnitude or statistical significance of 
the effect that would affect the interpretation/conclusion for the studied outcome, then both sets of 
results will be reported; otherwise only the results including all participants will be reported. 
Composite scores derived by adding/combining discrete questionnaire items will be investigated 
in a similar manner as continuous variables. We do not expect implausible total scores as the 
logical rules implemented in the database entry forms should prevent such situation. However, if 
such situations were still encountered, scores outside the expected range will be discarded and 
considered as missing.  

4.3 Study completion   

The study will be completed when the last participant will have completed the 18 months follow-
up. 
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4.4  Compliance 

All participants will be analysed as per the allocated treatment in the ITT analysis based on the full 
analysis set. 

Participants who have been operated in hospital routinely performing KIWI/CUMAR surgery will 
be considered as non-compliant and excluded from the analyses based on the restricted analysis 
set. These participants will be included in the ITT analysis. 
No per-protocol analyses will be performed. 

4.5 Extent of study intervention 

Details of the surgical treatments undergone during the trial will also be reported by allocated 
surgical arm. 
The surgical characteristics of the first procedure performed after randomisation will be reported. 
The details of the stage 1 and stage 2 surgeries will be reported for participants receiving a two-
stage revision surgery. We will also report on the number of additional unplanned surgeries 
performed between or after the two stages of the two-stage procedure and after the one-stage 
procedure. 

4.6 Protocol deviations 

Major protocol deviations which have exposed subjects to increased risk, compromise the integrity 
of the entire study or affect subject eligibility will be reported. 
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5. ANALYSIS OF EFFECTIVENESS 
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5.1 Mis-randomised patients 

Patients will be analysed as randomised. 

5.2 Summary of primary and secondary outcomes 

The outcomes will be reported by surgical arm for each time point of assessment.  

Most outcomes are discrete scores with a large range of possible values (0-100 or 0-21) and will 
be considered as continuous measures. They will be summarised in terms of mean and standard 
deviation, and number of observations if they are approximately normally distributed.  Skewed 
outcomes will be presented in terms of the median, higher and lower quartiles, and number of 
observations.  

Categorical data such as the presence of complication or reinfection will be summarised in terms 
of frequency counts and percentages. 

5.3 Main analysis of primary and secondary outcomes 

The primary outcome will be analysed using a two-level linear mixed model (model 1) that adjusts 
for pre-specified baseline covariates (baseline WOMAC, country (Sweden or not), hospitals, time 
of assessment (using dummy variables modelling 3mths, 6mths,  9mths, 12mths, and 15 mths; 18 
months being omitted and used as the reference)) and includes random effects at patient-level 
(measurement nested within participant). The treatment effect will be modelled using a fixed effect 
(one-stage vs two-stage (reference)) and interaction terms between treatment and time of 
assessment. The fixed effect associated with treatment will represent the adjusted difference in 
mean in WOMAC score at 18 months post-randomisation between patients who have received 
one-stage revision compared to those who have received a two-stage revision. If the time of 
assessment at each measurement point is too heterogenous between treatment group (i.e. 
difference in median time between one-stage and two-stage patients), time will be modelled as a 
continuous factor using polynomial function to allow for non-linear change and modelling of the 
actual time of individual assessment. Interaction terms will be introduced between the intervention 
and time function parameters and contrast will be used to assess the intervention effect at 18 
months. The treatment effect will be presented with its 95% confidence intervals, using the two-
stage strategy as the reference. This primary analysis will be ITT on the full analysis set. The 
WOMAC total score typically has a skewed distribution following intervention. We will therefore 
check the residuals of the linear mixed regression. If the residuals show sign of extreme departure 
from a normal distribution, an appropriate box-cox transformation of the original scores will be 
performed before using the linear mixed regression. If the residuals remain skewed after this 
transformation, appropriate generalised linear mixed model including a tobit or a multinomial 
mixed model will also be provided to contrast the findings from the linear mixed model based on 
the original continuous total WOMAC (which will remain the main analysis). In the multinomial 
model, the WOMAC will be categorised based on published threshold 11. 
 

If the two-level model failed to converge, a simple one-level (generalised) linear regression 
approach will be performed to regress the WOMAC score at 18 months on treatment effect, 
baseline WOMAC, country, and hospitals. If the time of assessment at 18 months is too 
heterogenous between treatment group (i.e. difference in median time of assessment around the 
18 months visit between one-stage and two-stage patients), time will be also added in the 
regression using a relevant polynomial function.  

The main analyses of the secondary outcomes will vary according to the outcome considered. 

The effect of the surgical strategy on the total WOMAC scores measured between 3mths to 
15mths will be assessed from the two-level linear mixed model described above. This will be done 
with the relevant linear contrast based on the fixed effects associated with intervention, time of 
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assessment and their interactions. If required, changes in scores between different post-
randomisation periods within treatment group(s) and difference in change (between-within 
differences) will also be tested from the same linear mixed model using contrasts. Log-likelihood 
ratio test will be used. If the linear mixed model cannot be used, each outcome measure, i.e. the 
score measured at 3, 6, 9 or 12 months will be modelled separately with a linear regression 
adjusted for the baseline WOMAC, country, and hospitals. 

The WOMAC pain and function sub-scales will also be investigated between 3-18 months using 
two-level linear mixed regression and similar regression factor as model 1 (baseline total WOMAC 
score will be replaced by pain/function WOMAC score). If the linear mixed model cannot be used, 
each outcome measure will be modelled separately with a linear regression. 

 
The other continuous secondary outcomes measured six-monthly between 6-18 months post-
randomisation will also be modelled with a two-level linear mixed regression (model 1). This 
includes BPI-sf pain severity, BPI-sf pain interference, OHS, HOOS and HADS anxiety and then 
HADS depression. If two-level linear regression cannot be computed three linear regressions will 
be performed for each of these outcomes, i.e. on their 6-, 12- or 18-months assessment. 

 
The overall presence of any complication which occurred during the 18 post-randomisation 
months is a dichotomous outcome. It will be modelled using a simple log-binomial regression to 
derive relative risk associated with intervention effect and its 95% CI (model 1).  A similar strategy 
will be used to compare readmission and then reoperation (for any reason(s) and then for 
infection only), both being dichotomous outcomes, as well as the re-infection status. 

Length of stay is a continuous outcome.  It will be modelled using a simple linear regression. If 
length of stay has a skewed distribution, comparison between surgical treatment will be performed 
with quantile effect regression. 

Completion of the 20-metre walk test will be compared between arms using a simple log-binomial 
regression. Time to complete the 20-metre walk is a continuous outcome but likely to have a right 
distribution tail truncated as participants unable or unwilling to complete the test would perform it 
with great difficulties and therefore have a long completion time if constrained to do the test. It will 
therefore be modelled using a tobit regression.   

The trial has not been powered for the analyses of the secondary outcomes and the results from 
these models will be considered as exploratory. There will be no adjustment to confidence 
intervals for multiple testing. The comparisons will be reported in a table for each outcome. The 
results will also be reported with an overall panel plot for all secondary outcomes plotting 
longitudinally the differences in mean/Odds-ratios between surgical treatments and their related 
95% CI at each time point.   

5.4 Secondary analyses 

All the analyses listed in 5.3 will be replicated on the restricted analysis set. 

5.5 Sensitivity analysis 

All analyses listed in 5.3 and 5.4 will then be adjusted for imbalanced baseline characteristics 
between surgical treatment arm (Model 2).  
Depending on the amount of missing data, models 1 and 2 will be repeated using the imputation 
process described in 2.3. 
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5.6 6.6. Exploratory/other analysis 

Subgroup-analysis: We will explore whether the intervention effect at 18 months differs between 
Sweden and {England and Wales}. This subgroup analysis will be restricted to the primary 
outcome (total WOMAC at 18 months) and will only be considered as exploratory findings. 

We will explore the differences in primary and secondary outcomes between the type of surgery 
actually received including KIWI-CUMAR strategies (rather than according to the randomised 
treatment) in a separate report. These analyses will anchor the time of outcome measurement on 
the date of the surgery rather than the date of randomisation. 

Investigation of the difference in primary and secondary outcomes by revision strategies among 
participants included in the cohort study (eligible patients who refused to be randomised) will also 
be reported in a separate report. 
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6. ANALYSIS OF SAFETY 
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6.1  Adverse events 

Adverse event summaries will be based upon the number of patients reporting adverse events 
and the number of events reported per patient. We will only report the Serious adverse events 
(SAEs) identified as related to the intervention and stratified the presentation by surgical treatment 
groups and whether they were expected or not.  

The comparisons will be performed with Poisson (count) and log-binomial (experience a SAE or 
not) regression.   

For each patient and each adverse event, the worst severity and causality recorded will be 
attributed and used in this summary. The worst case will be assumed if severity or causality are 
missing. 
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7. FINAL REPORT TABLES AND FIGURES 
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The following dummy tables are indicative and susceptible to change to accommodate the 
heterogeneity in the level/categories of the presented variables. 

7.1 Subject characteristics and background summaries 

Table 1. Baseline Characteristics 

Randomised to One-stage Two-Stage 

Demographics characteristics    

Factor 1(n, %) Category 1   

 ...   

 Category N   

 Missing    

...    

Factor i Mean, SD, min, max   

 Missing    

....    

Factor n Median(min, 25th, 75th,max)   

 Missing    

Surgical and clinical history    

Factor n+1(n, %) Category 1   

 ...   

 Category N   

 Missing    

...    

Factor j Mean, SD, min, max   

 Missing    

....    

Factor N Median(min, 25th, 75th,max)   

 Missing    

Outcomes at baseline    

WOMAC Total Mean, SD   

 Missing    

WOMAC Pain Mean, SD   

 Missing    

WOMAC Function Mean, SD   

 Missing    

BPI pain severity Mean, SD   

 Missing    

BPI pain interference Mean, SD   

 Missing    

OHS Mean, SD   

 Missing    

HOOS pain Mean, SD   

 Missing    

HADS anxiety Mean, SD   
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 Missing    

HADS depression Mean, SD   

 Missing    

20-metre walk test at 18 months  Not completed (n, %)   

 Time(mean, SD) or (median, 25th, 
75th) 

  

 Missing   

 

7.2 Study quality summaries 

Included/exclusion, withdrawals, compliance to the randomisation intervention will be presented in 
the CONSORT flow diagram.  
A list of protocol deviations will be reported by surgical treatment in the appendix.  

 

7.3 Surgical characteristics 

Table 2. Surgical and clinical characteristics 

Randomised to One-stage Two-Stage 

First surgery received to treat the infection (n, %) One-stage   

 Two-stage   

 Other   

Required further surgery*  (n=, %)   

    

    

Duration of first surgery(minutes) First One-stage (missing(n=), mean, SD) 
or (missing(n=), median, 25th,75th) 

  

 First stage 1 of two-stage(missing(n=), 
mean, SD) or (missing(n=), median, 
25th,75th) 

  

 First stage 2 of two-stage(missing(n=), 
mean, SD) or (missing(n=), median, 
25th,75th) 

  

 First other surgery(missing(n=), mean, SD) 
or (missing(n=), median, 25th,75th) 

  

Fixation method of one-stage    

 ...   

Spacer type of first stage 1 of two-stage    

 ...   

 ...   

Fixation method of first stage 2 of two-stage    

 ...   

…    

Bacteria culture at first surgery (n, %) Negative culture   

 Single bacteria   

 Multiple bacteria   

Two positive cultures of same organism at first surgery (n, %)   
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Presence of sinus tract at first surgery (n, %)   

Elevated serum CRP (>1mg/dL) at first surgery (n, %)   

Elevated serum ESR (>30mm/h) at first surgery (n, %)   

Positive synovial alpha-defensin at first surgery (n, %)   

Antibiotic therapy for PJI of study hip at first surgery (n, %)   

…    

Complication over the 18 months follow-up (n, %)   

Length of hospitalisation (mean, SD) or (median, 25th, 75th)   

Hospital readmission-any cause (n, %)   

Hospital readmission- infection (n, %)   

Reoperation-any cause (n, %)   

Reoperation- infection (n, %)   

Infected status of study hip at 15-18 months post-
randomisation 

at first surgery   

Bacteria culture at 15-18 months post-randomisation    
(n, %) 

Negative culture   

 Single bacteria   

 Multiple bacteria   

Two positive cultures of same organism at 15-18 
months post-randomisation 

(n, %)   

Presence of sinus tract at 15-18 months post-
randomisation 

(n, %)   

Elevated serum CRP (>1mg/dL) at 15-18 months post-
randomisation 

(n, %)   

Elevated serum ESR (>30mm/h) at 15-18 months post-
randomisation 

(n, %)   

Positive synovial alpha-defensin at 15-18 months post-
randomisation 

(n, %)   

Antibiotic therapy for PJI of study hip at 15-18 months 
post-randomisation 

(n, %)   

Letter from clinician detailing infection of study hip at 15-
18 months post-randomisation 

   

20-metre walk test at 18 months  Not completed (n, %)   

 (mean, SD) or (median, 25th, 75th)   

 Missing   

*additional surgeries to the first planned one-stage or two-stage revision surgery 
**at 18 months based on review of evidences between 12-18months post-randomisation 
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7.4 Outcome summaries 

Table 3. Summary of repeated measures of outcomes 

Time of assessment from 
randomisation 

3 months 6 months 9 months 12 months 15 months 18 months 

  Missing(n=) Mean(SD)* Missing(n=) Mean(SD)* Missing(n=) Mean(SD)* Missing(n=) Mean(SD)* Missing(n=) Mean(SD)* Missing(n=) Mean(SD)* 

WOMAC Total One-stage             

Two-Stage             

WOMAC  Pain One-stage             

Two-Stage             

WOMAC  
Function 

One-stage             

Two-Stage             

BPI pain 
severity 

One-stage             

Two-Stage             

BPI pain 
interference 

One-stage             

Two-Stage             

OHS One-stage             

Two-Stage             

HOOS pain One-stage             

Two-Stage             

HADS anxiety One-stage             

Two-Stage             

HADS 
depression 

One-stage             

Two-Stage             

*or Median (25th, 75th) 
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7.5 Primary outcome results 

Table 4. Primary outcome table (18 months difference only) 

 Model 1* Imputed~ model 1* Model 2** Imputed~ model 2** 

 Coef. 95%CI P-value Coef. 95%CI P-value Coef. 95%CI P-value Coef. 95%CI P-value 

ITT-Full set              

Restricted set             

Cells highlighted in grey represent the results from the main analysis. Linear mixed regression with random effects at participant level. 
The imputed models will only be performed if the more than 10% of missing information is observed for the studied outcome. 
*Model 1:  adjusted for intervention, assessment time, intervention x assessment time, country, hospital, baseline total WOMAC score 
**Model 2: Model 1 adjusted for imbalance characteristics 
~ results combined with Rubin rules (X imputed datasets) 

7.6 Secondary outcomes results 

All the secondary outcomes will be reported in the main manuscript within a panel graphics with 
individual longitudinal line plot of each adjusted mean outcome score and their 95%CI (model 1) 
at 3,6,9,12,15 and 18 months or 6,12,18 months and by randomised surgical arm group. 
Dichotomous outcomes will also be reported within this panel graphic at 18 months with bar chart 
and by treatment group. 

The following tables will be reported in an appendix. 

The following table will be produced for each outcome measured every 3-month post-
randomisation: WOMAC pain and WOMAC function. Total WOMAC scores measured at 3,6,9,12 
and 15 months will also be reported in the following table. 

Table 5. Secondary outcome table  

 

 Model 1* Imputed~ model 1* Model 2** Imputed~ model 2** 

 Coef. 95%CI P-value Coef. 95%CI P-value Coef. 95%CI P-value Coef. 95%CI P-value 

18 months             

ITT-Full set              

Restricted set             

15 months             

ITT-Full set              

Restricted set             

...             

3 months             

ITT-Full set              

Restricted set             

Cells highlighted in grey represent the results from the main analysis. Linear mixed regression with random effects at participant level. 
The imputed models will only be performed if the more than 10% of missing information is observed for the studied outcome. 
*Model 1:  adjusted for intervention, assessment time, intervention x assessment time, country, hospital, baseline WOMAC 
pain/function score 
**Model 2: Model 1 adjusted for imbalance characteristics 
~ results combined with Rubin rules (X imputed datasets) 

 

All the other outcomes are measured every 6-month post-randomisation and will be reported as 
follows: 
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Table 5. Secondary outcome table 

 Model 1* Imputed~ model 1* Model 2** Imputed~ model 2** 

 Coef. 95%CI P-value Coef. 95%CI P-value Coef. 95%CI P-value Coef. 95%CI P-value 

18 months             

ITT-Full set              

Restricted set             

12 months             

ITT-Full set              

Restricted set             

6 months             

ITT-Full set              

Restricted set             

Cells highlighted in grey represent the results from the main analysis. Linear mixed regression with random effects at participant level. 
The imputed models will only be performed if the more than 10% of missing information is observed for the studied outcome. 
*Model 1:  adjusted for intervention, assessment time, intervention x assessment time, country, hospital, baseline measure of the 
studied outcome 
**Model 2: Model 1 adjusted for imbalance characteristics 
~ results combined with Rubin rules (X imputed datasets) 

Dichotomous outcomes such as those related to complication or 20-metre walk test will be reported as follows: 

Table 5. Secondary outcome table 

 Model 1* Imputed~ model 1* Model 2** Imputed~ model 2** 

 RR 95%CI P-value RR 95%CI P-value RR 95%CI P-value RR 95%CI P-value 

ITT-Full set              

Restricted set             

Cells highlighted in grey represent the results from the main analysis. Log-binomial regression. The imputed models will only be 
performed if the more than 10% of missing information is observed for the studied outcome. 
*Model 1:  adjusted for intervention, (assessment time), country, hospital 
**Model 2: Model 1 adjusted for imbalance characteristics 
~ results combined with Rubin rules (X imputed datasets) 

Length of hospital stay is a continuous outcome and will be modelled using a linear regression. If 
length of stay has a skewed distribution, comparison between surgical treatment will be performed 
with linear quantile mixed effects regression. 

Table 5. Secondary outcome table 

 Model 1* Imputed~ model 1* Model 2** Imputed~ model 2** 

 Coef. 95%CI P-value Coef. 95%CI P-value Coef. 95%CI P-value Coef. 95%CI P-value 

ITT-Full set              

Restricted set             

Cells highlighted in grey represent the results from the main analysis. Linear regression or Quantile effect regression. The imputed 
models will only be performed if the more than 10% of missing information is observed for the studied outcome. 
*Model 1:  adjusted for intervention, assessment time, country, hospital 
**Model 2: Model 1 adjusted for imbalance characteristics 
~ results combined with Rubin rules (X imputed datasets) 
 

Time to complete the 20-metre walk test is modelled using a tobit regression. 

Table 5. Secondary outcome table 

 Model 1* Imputed~ model 1* Model 2** Imputed~ model 2** 

 Coef. 95%CI P-value Coef. 95%CI P-value Coef. 95%CI P-value Coef. 95%CI P-value 

ITT-Full set              

Restricted set             

Cells highlighted in grey represent the results from the main analysis. Tobit regression. The imputed models will only be performed if 
the more than 10% of missing information is observed for the studied outcome.  
*Model 1:  adjusted for intervention, assessment time, country, hospital 
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**Model 2: Model 1 adjusted for imbalance characteristics 
~ results combined with Rubin rules (X imputed datasets) 

 

7.7 Additional description 

Baseline patient and surgical characteristics will be compared between patients from hospitals 
included and excluded from the restricted analysis set. This table will inform the interpretation of 
any difference between the ITT-full population set analyses and restricted population set.  

Table 7. Comparison of participants included and excluded from the restricted analysis set 

 Participants 
in hospital 
included in 
the 
restricted 
analysis set  

Participants in 
hospital 
excluded from 
the restricted 
analysis set 

Randomised to  One-stage   

 Two-stage   

First surgery received One-stage   

 Two-stage   

 KIWI-CUMAR   

 Other   

Demographics characteristics    

…    

Surgical and clinical history    

…    

Outcomes at baseline    

…    

 

7.8 Safety results 

Table 7. Adverse events 

 One-stage Two-stage P-value 

Patients reporting SAE(n, %)   * 

Unexpected SAE(n, %)    

Expected SAE(n, %)    

Count of SAE per patient   ** 

*Comparison conducted with log-binomial regression adjusted for intervention, country, centre 
**Comparison conducted with Poisson regression adjusted for intervention, country, centre 
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